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"MAYER’S GRAND GUIDE"

a MONUMENTAL work, magnificently bound, absolutely UP TO DATE and completely different, is the SEARCHLIGHT for all Export and Import Merchants, Commission Agents, Manufacturers’ Representatives, Buying Agents and Makers or Producers of the 21 AMERICAN, 17 EUROPEAN and 74 countries of ASIA, AFRICA, included cities in AUSTRALIA, INDIA, FED. OF MALAYA, NEW ZEALAND, likewise the SOUTHWEST PACIFIC, and other countries in the MIDDLE, NEAR and FAR EAST.

We are pleased to advise you that the products offered in our GRAND DIRECTORY, are of such a wide variety that they cover practically all that is manufactured and required in the world. You will find ALL that is required.

This highly recommended Guide is printed on first class paper, and is written in five languages: ENGLISH – SPANISH – GERMAN – FRENCH and ITALIAN (in one volume).

Gives you COMPLETE COVERAGE of 112 countries. It penetrates into the highest and most influential BUSINESS CIRCLES in the centres of trade.

It is possible for you to have your own full-colour prospectuses bound into the volume. In this case, distribution of the M. G. G. follows strictly according to specialty and product groups and is made only to particular importing firms. Thus success is insured from the very beginning. Kindly send us your patterns.

We still have a few copies available of the 1972 (Nr. 22) edition.

Price ONLY US$ 15.00 (Registered – Post Paid).

PREPAYMENT NECESSARY

Payments (transfer) to our foreign accounts by:


UNESCO BOOK COUPONS ARE ACCEPTED.

Please send check, payable to the order of JOSEPH MAYER, ONLY on any bank of the U.S.A. in U. S. Dollars.

Please forward by AIR MAIL all correspondence TO:

JOSEPH MAYER - Casilla Correo 1561 - BUENOS AIRES (Argentina)

We are looking for ADVERTISEMENT AGENCIES in various countries throughout the world, which are willing to undertake our representation in countries wherein we are not yet represented. Please send applications and proposals.